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The Politics of Revenge: The End of Musharraf and the 
Future of Pakistan   

 
Dr. Isaac Kfir1 

 
Writing an epitaph is never easy, especially when the body is still warm and one is 
still coming to terms with the loss. The campaign to remove Pervez Musharraf from 
the presidency has been long, arduous and effective and there is no doubt that in the 
grand scheme of things it will have tremendous ramifications for Pakistan, as this was 
the first time that a sitting president (with close ties to the military) threatened with 
impeachment opted to resign and was followed with a smoothish transition. A second 
consequence of the Musharraf resignation was that it arguably showed the rising 
power of civil society and civilian influence in Pakistani politics. There is no doubt 
that the continuous demonstrations, public outcry, the powerful campaign of civil 
disobedience, and the February 2008 election results that created the momentum that 
led to the resignation.  
 
The campaign to remove Musharraf was led by a number of individuals, each with a 
distinct agenda, which also explains why the ‘coalition’ fell apart so quickly. At the 
head of the campaign was Nawaz Sharif, the man whom Musharraf deposed in a 
bloodless coup in 1999 and then exiled to a magnificent villa in Saudi Arabia. Not 
only that, but when Zia ul-Haq's protégé tried to return to Pakistan, Musharraf 
permitted him to remain in Pakistan for four hours before ignominiously sending him 
and his entourage back to Saudi Arabia.2 A second major actor was Asif Ali Zardari, 
Benazir Bhutto's widower and the Pakistan Peoples' Party (PPP) de facto chairman. 
Zardari has seen a huge reversal of fortune, as he has gone from a convict and outcast 
to the President. The other key players were Hamid Khan, of the Pakistan Bar 
Council, Aitzaz Ahsan, President of the Supreme Court Bar Association and countless 
other Pakistani lawyers, who had began the process to remove Musharraf following 
the suspension of Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhary, who when out of 
office criticized and harangued the government and especially Musharraf for 
undermining Pakistan and the rule of law. These men and the movements that they 
lead, represent the resurgence of Pakistani civil society. At the same time, the 
presence of Zardari and Sharif also suggests that Pakistan is sliding back to ‘old’ style 
politics – those that were influential and are powerful remain in those positions. With 
the ouster of Musharraf, several questions arise as to the future of Pakistan and as to 
whether these actors can come together and work to enhance Pakistani security and 
democracy.  
 
The aim of this briefing note is to examine Musharraf's fall from grace, the man that a 
few years ago was seen as the savior of Pakistan is now reviled across the country, 

                                                 
1 Dr. Isaac Kfir is based at the Lauder School of Government, Diplomacy & Strategy / International 
Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT). The views expressed are entirely those of the author and should 
not be construed as representing the views of the PSRU, the Department of Peace Studies or the 
University of Bradford.  
2 Sharif had initially returned to Pakistan in September 2007, however within hours of landing in 
Islamabad, Musharraf had Sharif sent back to Saudi Arabia. Carlotta Gall. "Pakistan Edgy as Ex-
Premier is Exiled Again." The New York Times. September 11, 2007.   



with some calling not only for his impeachment but his death.3 The paper focuses on 
Musharraf's decade in power, looking at his role in transforming Pakistani society and 
also highlighting where the former commando went wrong. The approach may appear 
paradoxical and contradictory but the purpose is to show what was arguably done well 
and what was arguably done poorly. The reason behind such an approach stems from 
uncertainty over how Musharraf’s legacy in Pakistani history: was he Pakistan’s 
savior or was he simply another military dictator. In the second part of the paper, an 
examination of the role of Nawaz Sharif and the Pakistan Peoples' Party is provided 
specifically the role played by Sharif and the PPP in the impeachment process. It is 
noteworthy that despite the electoral failure of the pro-Musharraf Muslim League-
Quaid (PML-Q) in the February 2008 election it appeared that Musharraf was secured 
in his position as President, (Nawaz Sharif within weeks left the newly formed 
coalition government and Zardari appeared willing to work with Musharraf).4 And 
yet, somehow Zardari and Sharif managed to put their differences aside and with 
support from Pakistani civil society organizations joined forces to topple Musharraf. 
In part three, some ideas as to where Pakistan might be heading, and whether the 
removal of Musharraf will end the crisis that Pakistan appears to be constantly 
immersed in are offered. That is, Pakistan is forever dealing with crises (mainly 
internal) that undermine its ability to develop and grow because it is perpetually 
unstable. 

The Impeachment 
There is no doubt that impeachment, which has now been avoided, would have been a 
tricky event because although it appears that the momentum was with the anti-
Musharraf alliance, the process itself is difficult and divisive. 5  The Pakistani 
Constitution places responsibility for impeachment with Parliament (Majlis-e-Shoora) 
and specifically the two houses (Senate and National Assembly), sitting in a joint 
session. The rules governing the impeachment process are found in Article 47 of the 
Constitution and make it clear that impeachment may occur in cases of physical and 
mental incapacity, violation of the Constitution, and gross misconduct. Once 
proceedings begin, the President must be advised of them and he may choose to 
address a joint session of Parliament to respond to the charges. Significantly, the 
Constitution allows parliament to determine how it will proceed in its investigation of 
the President (it may appoint a special committee), but the two houses of parliament 
cannot meet separately to discuss the impeachment resolution and all impeachment 
proceedings must occur in the joint session or in a committee. Finally, to get the 
President impeached, two-thirds of the total joint session must support the 

                                                 
3 Even after Musharraf's resignation members of the National Assembly were not only calling for 
Musharraf to be tried but some were calling for his death. Muhammad Bilal. "MPs demand Musharraf 
be tried under Article 6." Daily Times. [Pakistan] August 19, 2008. 
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2008\08\19\story_19-8-2008_pg7_4  
4 Jane Perlez. "Sharif's party leaves cabinet in Pakistan." International Herald Tribune. May 13, 2008. 
http://www.iht.com/articles/2008/05/13/asia/13pstan.php  
5 A classic example of the affect of an impeachment process was seen in the late 1990s, with the 
Clinton impeachment, which paralyzed the United States and by implication the world, as American 
decision-makers became involved in the all-embracing process. There is no doubt that an impeachment 
in Pakistan would have paralyzed the country and undermined the campaign against Islamic terrorism, 
which would not have sat well with the Americans already weary of the Pakistani commitment to 
fighting Islamic terrorism.   



impeachment resolution.6 This in itself would be difficult as although the Pakistan 
Peoples' Party (PPP) and the Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz), (PML-N), have a 
majority, in all probability they would have been short of the necessary two-third 
majority required for the impeachment resolution to pass.7  

Musharraf's Pakistan 
The Musharraf era will be remembered for achievements and disasters and the 
purpose of this section is to examine different facets of Pakistani society under 
Musharraf by briefly looking at the security, economic, and political elements. The 
section is designed to explore each issue (security, economics, and politics) separately 
and by highlighting the ‘success’ and the ‘failure’.  

The Security Issue 
The principal function of a state is to provide its citizens with basic security, whether 
it is from crime, insurgency or disease. A society that enjoys security is able to 
develop and grow because people can work and live. What is more, a state is also 
meant to provide basic services, such as basic health and education.8 However, since 
its inception, Pakistan has never known much security, stability or peace, as 
Pakistanis perpetually face threats to their lives and their property. The lack of 
security stems from various factors such as the presence of arcane tribal and feudal 
rules, Islamic terrorist groups, criminal entities, and for a decade or so, a global jihadi 
network with a distinctive worldview. 9  
 
The current security situation in Pakistan is highly complex because of the rise in 
terrorist activity and yet at the same time, relations between Pakistan and its neighbors 
(especially India) are at an all-time high, which ensures greater stability and security 
for South Asia. The immediate roots of Pakistan's insecurity stems from the role it 
played in Afghanistan following the Soviet invasion in December 1979. There is little 
doubt that the war in Afghanistan raised the level of Islamism (Islamic radicals whose 
goal is the formation of an Islamic state according to a strict interpretation of shar'ia) 
in Pakistan as President Zia ul-Haq promoted the establishment of Islamic schools 
(madrassahs) in the country. These schools arguably played and play a key role in 
destabilizing Pakistani society. 10  Thus, the Afghanistan war, coupled with the 

                                                 
6 Hasan-Askari Rizvi. "Musharraf's Options." Daily Times. [Pakistan] August 17. 2008. 
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2008\08\17\story_17-8-2008_pg3_2  
7 The PPP has 124 seats, the PML-N has 91, the PML-Q has 54 and the MQM 25. There is also the 
issue of parliamentarians who have been appointed by Musharraf and may feel some allegiance to the 
former president. "National Assembly: Party Position Including Reserved Seats" Election Committee of 
Pakistan. (accessed August 17, 2008) http://www.ecp.gov.pk/NAPosition.pdf  
8 See for example, Robert I. Rotberg. "The Failure and Collapse of Nation-States: Breakdown, 
Prevention, and Repair." Robert I. Rotberg. (ed.) When States Fail: Causes and Consequences. 
(Princeton: Princeton Univeristy Press, 2004), pp. 1-45. 
9 See for example, Seth G. Jones. "Pakistan's Dangerous Game." Survival. Vol. 49, No. 1 (Spring 
2007), pp. 15-32; Seth G. Jones. "Averting failure in Afghanistan." Survival. Vol. 48, No. 1 (Spring 
2006), 111-128; Barnett R. Rubin. "Saving Afghanistan." Foreign affairs. Vol. 86, No. 1 (January-
February 2007); Bruce Hoffman and Seth G. Jones. "Cellphones in the Hindu Kush: The Slideshow." 
The National Interest OnLine. June 24, 2008. 
http://www.nationalinterest.org/PrinterFriendly.aspx?id=18388  
10 Christine Fair has challenged the view that Pakistani madrassahs are at the root of Islamic-based 
terrorism in Pakistan. C. Christine Fair. The Madrassah Challenge: Militancy and Religious Education 
in Pakistan. (Washington DC: United States Peace Institute, 2008); C. Christine Fair. "Who Are 
Pakistan's Militants and Their Families?." Terrorism and Political Violence. Vol. 20, No. 1 (January-



fragmented nature of Pakistani society (there are differences between the provinces in 
terms of ethnic and tribal composition as well as socio-economic development) has 
ensured that Pakistan is and remains a weak state.11  
 
Since 9/11, two key security challenges have plagued Pakistan beyond any other. The 
first stems from the presence of Taliban insurgents, some of whom are locals and 
some that are foreign-born.12 These Taliban insurgents have formed a bond with the 
tribes that inhabit the area along the Afghan-Pakistani border. The second threat, 
which is linked to the first, is the presence of al-Qa'ida in the region. Al-Qa'ida is 
known to use the tribal belt to train jihadi fighters and to further destabilize 
Pakistan.13 Ayman al-Zawahiri, al-Qaida's number two, has repeatedly called for an 
uprising against Musharraf, as well as his assassination. In August 2008, Zawahiri 
reportedly said: 
 

"Pervez has insulted and compromised Pakistan's sovereignty by allowing the 
CIA and FBI to operate freely in Pakistan and arrest, interrogate, torture, 
deport and detain any person, whether Pakistani or not, for as long as they 
like, thus turning the Pakistani army and security agencies into hunting dogs 
in the contemporary crusade."14 

 
Moreover, in the same message, Zawahiri described, army chief, General Ashfaq 
Kayani, Musharraf's replacement as a "hostile enemy of Islam".15 Thus, it is clear that 
the Taliban and al-Qa'ida pose a clear and present danger to Pakistan. To deal with the 
threat, Musharraf in his capacity as president and army chief dispatched over 70,000 
Pakistani troops to Waziristan to combat Islamic radicalism. When looking at the 
situation in the tribal belt, (Pakistan’s North West Frontier Province (NWFP), and the 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), which includes South and North 
Waziristan), the situation was and remains critical due to terrorist activity.16 When 
looking at the tribal belt it is important to remember that the majority of the 

                                                                                                                                            
March 2008). Jessica Stern provides a different view in "Pakistan's Jihad Culture." Foreign Affairs. 
Vol. 79, No. 6 (November-December 2000), pp. 115-126; Husain Haqqani. “The Role of Islam in 
Pakistan’s Future.” The Washington Quarterly. Vol. 28, No. 1 (Winter 2005), pp. 85-96. 
11 Hassan Abbas. "Pakistan through the Lens of the “Triple A” Theory." The Fletcher Forum of World 
Affairs. Vol. 30, No. 1 (Winter 2006), pp. 181-192; Vanni Cappelli. "Containing Pakistan: Engaging 
the Raja-Mandala in South-Central Asia." Orbis. (Winter 2007), pp. 55-70; Seth G. Jones. "Pakistan's 
Dangerous Game." Survival. Vol. 49, No. 1 (Spring 2007), pp. 15-32; Feisal Khan. "Corruption and the 
Decline of the State in Pakistan." Asian Journal of Political Science. Vol. 15, No. 2 (August 2007), pp. 
219-247. 
12 Some scholars draw a distinction between the different types of Taliban. See for example, Seth G. 
Jones. "Pakistan's Dangerous Game." Survival. Vol. 49, No. 1 (Spring 2007), pp. 15-32; Ashok K. 
Behuria. "The Rise of Pakistani Taliban and the Response of the State." Strategic Analysis. Vol. 31, 
No. 5 (September 2007), pp. 699-724. 
13 Seth G. Jones. "Pakistan's Dangerous Game." Survival. Vol. 49, No. 1 (Spring 2007), pp. 15-32; Seth 
G. Jones. "Averting failure in Afghanistan." Survival. Vol. 48, No. 1 (Spring 2006), 111-128; Barnett 
R. Rubin. "Saving Afghanistan." Foreign affairs. Vol. 86, No. 1 (January-February 2007); Bruce 
Hoffman and Seth G. Jones. "Cellphones in the Hindu Kush: The Slideshow." The National Interest 
OnLine. June 24, 2008. http://www.nationalinterest.org/PrinterFriendly.aspx?id=18388  
14 Saeed Shah. "Al-Qaida video calls for war on Pakistan and Musharraf." The Guardian. [UK] August 
12, 2008.  
15 Saeed Shah. "Al-Qaida video calls for war on Pakistan and Musharraf." The Guardian. [UK] August 
12, 2008.  
16 Terrorist activity refers to the presence of terrorist training camps as well as attacks by tribal, Islamic 
and Jihadists against civilian and non-civilian targets.  



inhabitants of the NWFP and the FATA are Pashtun, who together with the 
inhabitants of Eastern Afghanistan comprised over 35 million people. These powerful 
and independently-minded tribal men can be viewed as part of a single entity (the 
Pashtuns), although they are composed of many different tribes (Afridi, Achakzais, 
Bangash, Durrani, Khattak, Mehsuds, Mohammadzai, Mohmand, Orakzai, Shinwari, 
Yusufzai and Waziri). They also break into and sub-tribes. The Pashtuns live by a pre-
Islamic tribal code known as Pashtunwali that ensures hospitality and generosity 
whilst at the same time ensures that any offence is met with brutal force. These men 
are proud of their independence, their traditions, their ferocity and that they have 
never been vanquished by a modern army. What is more the area where there is heavy 
Taliban/al-Qa'ida activity is the FATF, which is subject to the Frontier Crimes 
Regulation: a legacy of British colonial rule which allows for collective punishment 
amongst other anachronisms (in 2004, the Ahmadzai were fined $95,000 for failing to 
stop a rocket attack on the federal security services).17 
 
The question that emerges is how much responsibility can and should be placed on 
Musharraf for what is currently occurring in the tribal belt and across Pakistan: 
according to the South Asia Terrorism Portal the level of violence in Pakistan has 
increased since 2003. In 2003, there were 183 deaths from violence; in 2004, it was 
863; in 2005, it was 648; in 2006, it was 1471 and in 2007, it was 3599. 18 In other 
words, what could and should have Musharraf and the Pakistani government have 
done to deal with the tribal belt?  
 
On the positive side, in an attempt to remove the threat posed by the violent and 
uncompromising Islamists, Musharraf attempted to close down several offices of 
Islamist organizations as well as banning Lashkar-e Jhangvi (Army of Jhang), Sipah-
e-Mohammed (Army of Muhammad), and the two pre-eminent Kashmiri-based 
terrorist groups: Lashkar-e-Taiba (Soldiers of the Pure) and Jaish-e-Muhammad 
(Army of Muhammad). His administration has overseen the arrest of some leading 
activists, as seen with the arrests of Mullah Abdul Latif Hakim (a close aide of Mullah 
Omar, arrested in 2005) and Mullah Obeidullah (the Taliban's Defense Minister, 
arrested in 2007), these arrests followed the capture of al-Qa’ida number three man, 
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed (arrested in 2003).19 It was achievements like these that 
led President Bush to declare in June 2003:  
 

"President Musharraf is a courageous leader and a friend of the United States. 
America has a strong relationship with Pakistan,… Today, our two nations are 
working together closely on common challenges. Both the United States and 
Pakistan are threatened by global terror, and we're determined to defeat it. 
Pakistan's support was essential in our campaign against the Taliban… Since 
September 11th attacks, Pakistan has apprehended more than 500 al Qaeda 
and Taliban terrorists -- thanks to the effective border security measures and 

                                                 
17 Hassan Abbas. “Profile of Pakistan’s Seven Tribal Agencies.” Terrorism Monitor. Vol. 4, No. 20 
(October 19, 2006), pp. 1-5; Andrew McGregor. "South Waziri Tribesmen Organize 
Counterinsurgency Lashkar." Terrorism Monitor. Vol. 6, No. 1 (January 11, 2008), pp. 7-9. 
18 Information taken from the website of the South Asia Terrorism Portal. [accessed August 21: 
http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/  
19 Carlotta Gall. "Top Taliban Leader is Arrested in Pakistan." The New York Times. March 1, 2007; 
Afzal Khan. “The War on Terror and the Politics of Violence in Pakistan.” Terrorism Monitor. Vol. 2, 
No. 13 (July 01, 2004), pp. 6-8. 



law enforcement cooperation throughout the country, and thanks to the 
leadership of President Musharraf."20 

 
Musharraf has sought to battle these elements and arguably, one of the reasons why in 
December 2007 Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) 27 different Taliban groups formed 
the TTP was because they desired to better challenge the Pakistani military in the 
tribal belt.21 In other words, the Taliban felt that only by uniting could they defeat the 
Pakistani onslaught.  
 
The watershed moment in Pakistan’s campaign against Islamic terrorism (when 
Musharraf’s security star and importance began to ebb22) came in September 2006, 
when the government signed a peace accord with "tribal elders of North Waziristan 
and local mujahideen, Taliban, and ulama [Islamic clergy]."23 The importance of this 
event is that it emphasized that the government realized that it could not defeat the 
insurgency by military means. It suggests that the government felt that a purely 
military solution to the Islamic and tribalist threat was no longer possible, especially 
in lieu of increasing failures by the military and the militias (Frontier Corps (FC)) to 
combat the growing insurgency, which was a combination of groups – Taliban, tribal 
groups, former Afghan mujahideen and al-Qa'ida – working against various targets 
(this could be the Pakistani military, representative of the Pakistani state or civilians 
that opposed the groups).24  
 
Since the signing of the 2006 Waziri Peace Accord, which only lasted a year or so, the 
security situation in Pakistan has deteriorated with Islamists expanding their zone of 
operation from the tribal belt to urban centers. The Pakistani military and the security 
services have endured increasing attacks and this is arguably because Islamists are 
angry at the role played by the military in relation to the storming of the Lal Masjid in 
July 2007. 25  The South Asia Terrorism Portal reports that in 2007 there was 
substantial increase in suicide attacks (56 compare to 7 in the previous year), with the 
majority of the attacks taking place in the second half of the year (that is after July 
2007 which is when the Lal Masjid incident took place.26 In other words, there is a 
feeling that since 2006, the rise in insurgency activity stems from the failure of 
Musharraf – as the head of the Pakistani government – to effectively deal with the 
Taliban and al-Qa'ida when they were on the run. This allowed them to establish a 

                                                 
20 "President Bush Welcomes President Musharraf to Camp David." Remarks by President Bush and 
President Musharraf of Pakistan, June 24, 2003. 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/06/20030624-3.html  
21 Sadia Sulaiman. "Empowering “Soft” Taliban Over “Hard” Taliban: Pakistan’s Counter-Terrorism 
Strategy." Terrorism Monitor. Vol. 6, No. 15 (July 25, 2008), pp. 4-6. 
22 Carlotta Gall and Ismail Khan. “Taliban and Allies Tighten Grip in North of Pakistan.” The New 
York Times. December 11, 2006; “US diplomat signals that US is distancing itself from Pakistan's 
Musharraf after elections.” International Herald Tribune. February 28, 2008. 
http://www.iht.com/articles/ap/2008/02/28/america/US-Pakistan.php  
23 Barnett R. Rubin. "Saving Afghanistan." Foreign affairs. Vol. 86, No. 1 (January-February 2007),  
24 Between July 2005 and April 2006 the Pakistani military lost 56 soldiers in clashes with the Taliban 
with the bulk of the soldiers dying in 2006. Matthew Pennington "Pakistan Rejects al-Zawahri 
Challenge." The Washington Post. April 29, 2006; Carlotta Gall and Mohammad Khan. "Pakistan's 
Push in border Area Is Said to Falter." The New York Times. January 22, 2006. 
25 Syed Saleem Shahzad. "Jihadis strike back at Pakistan." Asia Times Online. September 6, 2007. 
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/South_Asia/II06Df02.html  
26 "Pakistan Assessment 2008." South Asia Terrorism Portal. ([Accessed September 4, 2008) 
http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/#  



foothold in the tribal belt by manipulating the general unhappiness of the locals with 
Islamabad, as well as by using intimidating tactics, including the killings of those who 
opposed them. Imtiaz Ali has argued that the dispatch of 70,000 Pakistani army troops 
to South Waziristan with an ill-throughout plan permitted Islamic militancy to 
relocate to the more inaccessible Shawal Mountains in North Waziristan, where they 
were better able to fend off the military, eventually establishing a "mini-Taliban state 
in North Waziristan". He notes that initially there was no Taliban influence in the 
Mohmand Agency, though there was plenty of criminal activity. When the Taliban 
entered the area, tribal elders had to abide by the Taliban demands on pain of death 
because the Pakistani military was not present to provide protection to the threat pose 
by the Taliban. In other words, even if they want to stand up to the Taliban they could 
not do so because they were not strong enough nor could they turn to the military as 
that was not around.27 In respect to the banned Islamic organizations, these did not 
stay banned for very long either because they adopted different names or they simply 
went underground for a period before re-appearing again as seen with Lashkar-e-
Taiba which allegedly has began operating as Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JD), as well as 
Sippah-e-Sahaba Pakistan (SSP), operating as Ahle Sunnat-wa al-Jamaat Pakistan 
(ASWJP).28 Perhaps the greatest security failure of the Musharraf administration and 
the greatest example that Musharraf failed to provide Pakistanis with security 
occurred on December 27, 2007 with the assassination of Benazir Bhutto in which 
twenty people died. Responsibility for the act allegedly lies with Baitullah Mehsud, 
the leader of the South Waziristan based TTP. In other words, had the military been 
more successful in curtailing and even capturing Mehsud, Bhutto could have been 
spared. 
 
Overall, it is difficult to determine how much responsibility should be placed on 
Musharraf’s shoulders in relation to Pakistan’s weak deteriorating security situation. 
This is largely because so many factors are involved, such as the nature of the enemy 
(tribalism, Islamism and Jihadism). A second feature centers on the Pakistani military 
how much influence Musharraf was able to wield on the more Islamic-oriented 
elements within the military. A third factor was the role of corruption and abuse. That 
is, Pakistan has received vast sums of money from the international community, 
especially the United States, and one must question whether the money had been put 
to go use. Prima facie, one must conclude that Musharraf despite his military 
background and close ties to the military may have started well, but for several 
reasons failed to deal with the internal Islamic threat and as head of the State, he must 
bear the lion share of the responsibility for Pakistan’s weak security and rising 
insurgency. 

The Economic Issue 
On the economic side, over the last few years Pakistan has experienced unprecedented 
economic growth – the economy has since 2003 annually grown by a rate of around 
6.5%. There has also been a substantial reduction in poverty.29 All this has occurred 

                                                 
27 Imtiaz Ali. "The Emerging Militancy in Pakistan’s Mohmand Agency." Terrorism Monitor. Vol. 6, 
No. 2 (January 24, 2008), pp. 1-4. 
28 Fareed Farooqui. "Banned outfits rear their heads in Karachi post-resignation." Daily Times. 
[Pakistan] August 21, 2008. http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2008\08\21\story_21-8-
2008_pg12_3  
29 "Growth in Pakistan." World Bank. (accessed August 17, 2008) 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/SOUTHASIAEXT/EXTSARREGTO



despite a devastating earthquake and declining security throughout the country, as 
well as rising living costs. That is, the Musharraf economic program has been 
controversial and arguably opened Pakistan to the more problematic elements of 
globalised market economy (rising food prices).  
 
Opening with the positive aspect of Musharraf’s economic program it is noteworthy 
that within a year of coming to power, the government adopted an aggressive program 
of economic reform. This was a marked difference from the 1990s when there were 
attempts to reform the Pakistani economy but they suffered from lack of political 
stability (governments were short-lived: neither Bhutto nor Sharif saw-out their terms 
in office). Robert LaPorte for example notes that in 1995, two-thirds of Pakistan's 
textile industry was shut down and there was a failure to meet almost all of the 
economic targets for 1994-1995. 30  Under Musharraf it appears that a different 
economic policy was pursued which allowed Pakistan in September 2004 to inform 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) that it would not be needing further IMF 
loans, nor was it going to need another Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility 
(PRGF) package. Significantly, between October 1999 and March 2007, the Karachi 
stock market rose from under 1000 to over 11,000 points. Moreover, there has been 
improvement in the economic relations between India and Pakistan in respect to 
banking, transport, freight and so on. This came because of the signing of the South-
Asian Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA) in January 2006. 31  Another example of 
Pakistan's economic transformation is seen through the growth in the use of mobile 
phones which has risen to around 50 million by 2007 (in 2001 it was around 
600,000).32 These economic development indicators (amongst many others) appear to 
suggest that at least until the Bhutto assassination in December 2007 and certainly 
until 2008 with the rapid rise in oil and food prices, the Musharraf government 
exercised considerable fiscal responsibility that created prosperity for many 
Pakistanis.33  
  
Conversely, over the past year or so, Pakistan has undergone a significant reversal in 
its economic fortunes with the stock market in Karachi losing 35% of its value since 
April 2008, inflation is running at around 25%, and the Pakistani rupee is declining, 
as are investments in Pakistan.34 And, for this Musharraf has to take responsibility (he 
was the head of the country). Thus, by the time of the elections the price of flour rose 
by 9% from the previous year, whilst at government-subsidized Utility Stores there 
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were instances were no flour was available in the shops.35 The PML-Q secretary-
general Senator Mushahid Hussain Syed has himself noted that the economy was 
important for the election. He said:  
 

“We admit that we made mistakes. The flour and electricity crises have 
damaged us politically. But at least we have the courage of accepting our 
mistakes”.36  

 
One must also raised the issue of the vast aid provided by the Bush administration 
which must have assisted the Pakistani economy in that it injected money into the 
economy, money that the administration did not really need to account for because of 
the manner in which the aid was provided.37  
 

Pakistan: The Human Development Index Ranking including levels of Corruption and Freedom 
Year HDI 

Rankin
g  

HDI 
Value 

Life 
expectanc
y at birth  

Adult 
literacy 

rate 
(%) 

Real GDP 
per capita 

(PPP$) 

Corruption 
Ranking 

(Ranking/CPI 
Rate)38 

Freedom Ranking 
(Rank/Political 

Civil)39 

199840 138 0.453 62.8 yrs 37.8 2,209 71 (85) 2.7 N/A N/A 
199941 138 0.506 64.0 yrs. 40.9 1,560 87 (99) 2.2 N/A N/A 
200042 135 0.522 64.4 yrs 44.0 1,175 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
200143 127 0.498 59.6 yrs 45.0 1,834 79 (91) 2.3 N/A N/A 
200244 138 0.499 60.0 yrs 43.2 1,928 77 (102) 2.6 Not free 6 / 5 
200345 144 0.499 60.4 yrs 44.0 1,890 92 (133) 2.5 Not free 6 / 5 
200446 142 0.497 60.8 yrs 41.5 1,940 129 (145) 2.1 Not free 6 / 5 
200547 135 0.527 63.0 yrs 48.7 2,097 144 (158) 2.1 Not free 6 / 5 
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200648 134 0.539 63.4 yrs 49.9 2,225 142 (163) 2.2 Not free 6 / 5 
2007-849 136 0.551 64.6 yrs 49.9 2,370 138 (179) 2.4 Not free 6 / 5 

The Political Element 
In the political arena, Musharraf's contribution has been highly controversial as after 
assuming the presidency in a bloodless coup in October 1999 Musharraf spent most of 
his time in office as the Army's Chief of Staff, even though he had claimed at various 
stages that he intends leave his army post. In many ways, Musharraf was in the worse 
of the Catch 22 predicaments: on the one hand, as a military dictator he could not 
foster or encourage political reform as it undermines his own rule and position, and 
yet, he had claimed that key reason for the coup, was his desire to promote progress 
and democracy in Pakistan. 
 
The strongest case to suggest that Musharraf has enhanced political reform in Pakistan 
stems from the fact that one of the major actors in pushing him out of office were civil 
society organizations. The lawyers' campaign 'Go Musharraf Go'), arguably the most 
visible expression of a liberal society, was so instrumental in Musharraf's downfall. 
As Pakistani journalist, Ayaz Amir declared after the Supreme Court decision that 
Chaudhary's suspension was illegal, "Sixty years of history taught people that this 
wasn't possible… All that has been swept aside. It's almost hard to believe." 50 
Secondly, under Musharraf, one saw debates and even embryonic discussions about 
the role of the security services and the military in Pakistani society. Historically, 
anything to do with Pakistan security was beyond the reach of non-military/non-
security personnel, as seen by weak civilian oversight over the military and security 
services (of the 34 Senate committees available there are, for example, no committees 
to monitor the operations of the intelligence community).51 That is, one could identify 
under Musharraf, a nascent process to lessen the untouchable aura of the security 
services, the military and the ruling elites in Pakistan. This may also explain 
Musharraf's decision to appoint General Ashfaq Parvez Kayani as his replacement. 
Kayani, a close friend of Musharraf, within weeks of entering his new post ordered 
the withdrawal of military officers from the government’s civil departments. In other 
words, with Kayani there was an attempt or a willingness to reduce the military's 
public involvement in politics. Kayani had even gone as so far as to warn officers to 
end their contacts with politicians. 52  Linked to this was Musharraf’s decision to 
appoint Lieutenant General Syed Amjad as the head of the National Accountability 
Bureau (NAB). The appointment was highly controversial and only last for a short 
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time largely because Amjad was looking into the affairs of serving military officers.53 
However, what is significant is that there was an attempt to deal with corruption, the 
fact that it failed suggests that more work must be undertaken to combat the 
corruption and the influence of the military in Pakistani society. Another positive 
aspect in the realm of political reform was Musharraf willingness to challenge some 
established Islamic precepts within Pakistani society. This undoubtedly upset the 
more Islamists, which may explain why military personal have been involved in 
attempted assassinations against him.54 In 2006 for example, Musharraf asked the 
Council of Islamic Ideology to review the Hudood Ordinance and develop necessary 
amendments. The Women’s Protection bill, although it having major shortcomings 
meant that moved from Islamic courts to criminal courts, introduced the concept of 
statutory rape and outlawed sex with girls under 16 and many other important 
amendments.55  
 
When looking at the political situation that Pakistan finds itself, in many ways it is 
clear that progress has been limited and far from sufficient. Thus, it is no wonder that 
Pakistan has such low ranking at the Freedom House scale. By using Freedom House, 
it is clear that politically, Pakistan under Musharraf was not a democracy and that the 
government clamp down on those who opposed it. Musharraf on a few occasions shut 
down the media, he evoked emergency rule, and he negated on several occasions on 
promises relating to his dual position as army chief and president (he had promised to 
vacate the seat of army chief much earlier than he did). Moreover, the military 
remained deeply entrenched in the political system under Musharraf who has gone as 
so far as to praise the military and its wide involvement in Pakistani society and 
economy.  
 
In summary, when looking at Pakistani politics one must remember that it is 
controlled by a small clique of men many are not elected by the people and possibly 
even not known by the people. At the heart of the political system lie the omnipotent 
Pakistani military establishment, whose hold on Pakistani politics is immense and 
whose unhappiness with Chaudhary's decision to investigate some of its activities 
precipitated the current crisis that eventually led to Musharraf's resignation.56 In other 
words, Musharraf may have tinkered with the political process, introducing some 
limited reforms, but fundamentally speaking there has been no real change as politics 
is still dominated by the powerful.57 
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Nawaz Sharif and the PPP: An Alliance of Convenience 
Nawaz Sharif has managed to reinvent himself in that nowadays he is often portrayed 
as the person leading the restoration of democracy in Pakistan, as seen with his latest 
stance vis-à-vis the judges. However, the reality is very different in that when Sharif 
served as prime minister he was not a great success nor was he a great democrat, as 
the veteran Pakistani journalist Ahmed Rashid notes: “Sharif toyed with 
authoritarianism and he relied on a small cadre of advisors (mainly family and 
friends)”.58 lftikhar H. Malik had noted that Sharif when he was Prime Minister also 
sought to control the media and punish it when it became too critical of its policies.59  
 
Since Musharraf's resignation, Sharif has been just as determined to see his 
archenemies tried for what Sharif views as treasonable acts. This in itself is highly 
problematic as although Musharraf is out of office and maybe even on his way to 
exile he has powerful friends in Pakistan and thus, a trial might further fragmented 
Pakistan and may even lead to the army to step in again. 
 
Sharif's animosity towards Musharraf is plain and on some level understandable as 
besides removing him from office, Musharraf humiliated him – he overthrew Sharif, 
even though Sharif had appointed Musharraf who then exiled Sharif. This may 
explain why since his return to Pakistan Sharif has objected to any form of 
compromise that would have allowed Musharraf to remain in office. What is more 
Sharif was very effective in destabilizing the Musharraf-PPP ‘alliance’ as he allied 
himself to the lawyers protest against Musharraf, which only strengthened his 
‘democratic’ credentials. The alliance that Sharif has built with the lawyers shows his 
political acumen in that he had seen how powerful the lawyers’ movement has 
become and how effective it can be against the established institutions.60 Thus by 
attaching himself and his party to the Lawyers, he is able to enhance his democratic 
credentials, which in the post-9/11 world are very important, as one of the themes of 
the conflict is the promotion of ‘democracy.’     
 
Secondly, a trial might bring to the fore many issues that many powerful Pakistanis 
may not wish to see discussed in the open. Not least, a trial of Musharraf's tenure may 
lead to an examination of the role of the security services, especially the ISI 
(Musharraf may wish to argue that it was the ISI or elements within the ISI that 
prevented him from conducting an effective program against the Islamists). It may 
encourage the investigation into extra-judicial killings which arguably led to the 
Chaudhary fiasco, but which may make the army and the security services somewhat 
hesitant about supporting a civilian government. In other words, a Musharraf trial may 
open a door that many in Pakistan want to keep firmly shut and will do whatever they 
can to keep it shut. 
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Third, a trial of Musharraf may lay down certain precedence that powerful Pakistanis 
may not wish to see establish. A key person who has much to fear in relation to this is 
Asif Zardari himself, against whom there are still investigations of wrong doings. This 
position may explain why soon after Musharraf’s resignation a number of individuals 
– mainly from the PPP – rejected any further judicial intervention claiming that the 
removal of the Musharraf restored democracy to Pakistan. Prime Minister Gilani 
declared, "Today, parliament has become sovereign. We can hold our head up high in 
the world and say that we too are a democracy."61 However, in many respect this 
statement does not reflect the reality as the issue of the judges’ restoration is yet to be 
resolved. This ensures that at least for the near future the PPP and the PML-N will be 
at log-heads. This is because it is not in the PML-N’s immediate interests to allow the 
matter to rest because the Judge case has been so effective in mobilizing Pakistanis 
and it permits Sharif to play the democratic card. This was after all what Benazir 
Bhutto did during her time in exile. By constantly calling for democratic restoration, 
people increasingly forget that as premier she also walked a thin line between 
democrat and authoritarian (in June 1995, Bhutto imposed a 60-day ban on six 
evening Urdu-language newspapers in Karachi62). 

Conclusion 
When looking at the PPP, the PML-N and the relationship between Zardari and Sharif 
one cannot but be pessimistic about Pakistan's immediate future. It seems 
inconceivable that the PPP and the PML-N will be able to cooperate in the long-term 
(this is not just in relation to a coalition government but in general) because of their 
divergent views as to the future of Pakistan and their historical rivalry. The two 
parties were major competitors for political supremacy during the 1990s, which 
continued even when both their leaders were in exile.63 Secondly, personalities play 
an important role in Pakistani politics and Zardari and Sharif are two effective, 
calculating politicians, whose only agreement was on the need to remove Musharraf. 
Beyond that, it is difficult to see many issues that they can agree on, as is evident in 
their contrasting views on the judges, the war on terror, and Pakistan’s economic 
policy. Thus, it is likely that each will continue to promote his own agenda, which 
will ensure disharmony and tension in Pakistan. In itself this only assists the Taliban 
and the Islamists who since the resignation of Pervez Musharraf have conducted a 
terror campaign that had seen over several hundred people killed through terrorism in 
Pakistan’s cities.  
 
The military and the security services will have a major role to play in the 
development of Pakistani democracy as they wield immense power. It is noteworthy 
that in Pakistan after periods of prolonged military rule the country enjoys a short 
period of civilian rule before the military steps back into the political fray, with the 
claim that only it can reestablish order. This was seen for example, after Zia ul-Haq's 
mysterious death, with the military playing an important role in 'restoring democracy' 
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to Pakistan – it allowed and encouraged the 1989 elections. However, it remained 
behind the scene, making sure that the civilian administration did not veer too much 
into its realm and once it did, the military was instrumental in toppling Bhutto.64 The 
'Land of the Pure' is once again facing political uncertainty, rising insurgency, 
economic difficulties and social disharmony. These are conditions that in the past 
facilitated military coups. This time Pakistan’s democratic key players must step up, 
find a common ground, unite and work for the betterment of Pakistan’s 165 million 
people.  
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